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Land problems brought by the urbanization have exposed the drawback of the 
legal provisions about subjects of our country collective land ownership gradually. 
Because the legal provisions are fuzzy, many disputes on subjects have risen, there is 
no final conclusion so far. This dissertation puts forward the opinion of consummating 
the laws about subjects of the collective land ownership by elaborating the general 
theory of the land ownership, the history of subjects of the collective land ownership 
and several kinds of academic circles' viewpoint, analysing the harm which has been 
caused by the fuzzy legal provisions about subjects of the collective land ownership. 
The whole dissertation is composed of preface, text and summary. The text is 
composed of three chapters. 
Chapter 1 is divided into three parts. Subchapter 1 provides the rationale to 
further analysis of collective land ownership by analyzing the theory of property 
rights, elaborating the private power of property rights, sociality of property rights and 
the right of property rights. Subchapter 2 reveals that the collective land ownership is 
in fact the product of "first big second common "by introducing the historical 
background which subjects of the collective land ownership had been produced. 
Subchapter 3 concludes that the legal subjects have three kinds of “peasants' 
collective” and theirs relavant managers by analyzing the relative provisions of 
present laws about subjects of the collective land ownership and its managers, and 
then provides the basis for analyzing all sorts of harms which has been caused from 
the fuzzy provisions in the following chapters. 
In chapter 2, the dissertation elaborates the principal exhibition of the invasion of 
the collective land ownership, and analyzes its primary reasonis is the fuzzy of 
subjects of the collective land ownership. 
Chapter 3 is divided into three parts. In subchapter 1, the dissertation argues that 
"the village" peasants' collective should be regarded as the subject while persisting the 
collective land ownership re-making by analyzing three academic viewpoints of 
collective land ownership which belongs to the state ,to private person or to re-making 
and several kinds of concrete subjects ownerships viewpoint in re-making .In 














Person which has relavant organization form and relavant procedure of exercising the 
rights. In subchapter 3, the dissertation puts forward the measures of securing right of 
subjects of the collective land ownership. 
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第一章  农村集体土地所有权主体 
 
























                                           
① 彭梵得认为所有权在相对于其他物权时,被称为“对物显要的主宰”.[意]彼得罗·彭梵得.罗马法教科书
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